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MVT Officers
President: Stan Seto, 513-683-7974
Vice President: Randy Wakefield,
937-367-4993
Secretary: Phil Daye,
937-423-8157
Treasurer: Carolyn Daye,
937-423-8157
Membership: Mike McKitrick
937-429-5331
Events: Bruce Clough,
937-376-9946
Please send comments/suggestions to:
news@miamivalleytriumphs.org
or to the P. O. Box.
Cutoff date for next month's Marque is the
20th.
Obligatory Disclaimer

"The Marque" is the official publication of the
Miami Valley Triumphs Car Club, P. O. Box
144, Bellbrook, OH 45305. Views stated in the
"Marque" are not necessarily those of the officers
or members of the club. Technical data is
provided for information only and no liability is
assumed for suitability, applicability, or safety.
Miami Valley Triumphs is a registered chapter of
the Vintage Triumph Register and a local center
of the Triumph Register of America. Membership
is $20 yearly and is usually paid in May. Nonrenewing members are deleted from the mailing
list. Meetings are held the first Wednesday of the
month at Fuddruckers Restaurant on Kingsbridge
Drive, behind the Dayton Mall, unless otherwise
noted in the "Marque". General membership
meetings are at 8:00 pm with informal dinner
starting at 6:00 pm prior to the meeting. Anyone
interested is most heartily invited to attend.
Triumph car ownership is not required.

The President’s Comments,
October, 2007
BCD Day has come and gone. We do the
reconciliation with the MG club tomorrow night.
More about this result at the October meeting.
September has turned out to be a great month to
travel. From 30 August until 11 September, I
was on a road trip that took a bunch of Triumphs
from Brownsville, Texas, to Cincinnati, to
Kingston, NY, Lime Rock, CT., Mt. Equinox,
CT., Fort Ticonderoga, NY, Lake Placid, NY,
the St. Lawrence Seaway and to Watkins Glenn,
NY and Home. I traveled about 2500 miles and
took about 550 pictures; the Texans traveled
about 4500 miles. The first part of the story
should be in this issue of the Marque, the second
part, in the Nov. issue.
This month, yesterday in fact, the club ran the
Fall Farm Tour out into Greene County. We had
seven cars and fifteen members. That tour started
at the Greene in Beaver Creek and ended at a
Tumbleweeds in Kettering. We visited four
farms, two farm stores and one covered bridge.
The weather was sunny and hot, and hopefully
this weekend is the end of the hot weather. The
tour was about sixty miles, plus travel from
home. It was done in a leisurely style, and my
thought was everyone enjoyed the afternoon.
September ends with a Tech session at Phil
Daye’s, helping to put the Stag back together so
Phil can drive it to his new home.
October is always a good driving month, the
weather becomes cooler, we do the “End of
Summer Picnic”, and the Fall Leaf Tour,
although this year it is hard to tell if there will be
any color changes because of the drought. On
the Farm tour there were signs that the leaves are
turning already, so it may be early this year. I
would urge you all to support these last driving
events of the year.
As you know from the Email traffic, Bruce is
working ahead to 2008 with the Spring and Fall
tours. These are going to be great drives and the
club needs to support them in greater numbers.
Plan ahead and get you room reservations for
these events.
We are now entering the last quarter of the year.
Soon we will be nominating candidates for club
officers for 2008 - 2009, I’m finishing my fourth

year as Club President and will be stepping
down, so that’s a job that needs someone, and
there are two other jobs that may need to be
filled this coming year, more on those next
meeting. Also, nominations for club awards will
be solicited soon, so start thinking about Marque
of Distinction, Keeping it on the Road, Press on
Regardless and Most Improved Car of the year.
Thanks for listening,

Stan Seto

The Vice President’s Report.
There are times of business and
times of joy. The club had its share of
good times in August & September that
were both. September gave us a lovely
Concours De. Elegance as well as a busy
fall sports schedule. Alice, Sue and I are
heavily tasked to keep up the pace at
school. I am about two to seven years
away from retiring as a teacher. There
were years that I can not endure again.
And yet, now it seems better. The
texture of fall at a school is enjoyable
and unique. Yet I could easily just stay
home on Friday nights. Am I getting old
or just more conservative with my rest?
Anyway, I may cut down on the running
around until I retire.
I was up in Allen county over
the Sept. 22-23rd weekend for my annual
calendar highlight. And, I do not plan to
sleep on the ground many more times.
Kattie could not be talked into the trip.
So, she says, just spend that quality time
with your son. OK, so we tent camp. I
had two sleeping bags to lay on and a
furniture pad. No whining right? Well,
the temperature dropped like a broken
thermometer glass from sweaty in the
tent toward hey! I am awake and that kid
stole the sleeping bag right out from
under me! Oh, well. Some hot coffee
solved that. It is a special car show. We
enjoy the customs and rods. There were
only a little under two thousand this
year. We said hello to our old
acquaintance Gene Winfield. He still has
it. The man is a legend and quite a nice
fellow to boot. The highlight of the meet
was seeing a guy that called himself the
Count. The man has a late 50’s
Plymouth wagon painted flat black. He
tows two small trailers with coffins. As
he begins his act, I hear this familiar
turbine wind up. As he passes in front of

us, the headlights on the wagon are pale
cat’s eyes. The interior of the car is red
lit. He stands on the roof in front of a
large fin. And now for the big one! Fire
shoots out of the turbine powered coffin,
and out of the middle trailer coffin, and
out of the fin on the roof of the wagon,
and out of the grill of the car like a
waterfall. He spreads his cape as he
controls all of this from his stance upon
the roof! What a show. I would have
done something like that with more time
and less sense! Of course, being an Air
Force Brat, I would rather have done a
twin jet powered “follow Me” truck.
The show is a must for those who
enjoy the art of custom cars. I certainly
do. Rj captured 2nd place in the model
car show. I got so busy pre-packing that
I left my models in the box I placed by
my basement door.
This all makes me wonder if I can get
my Spitfire to glow on the ground without
burning one. It also makes me wonder what kind
of exhaust fire I can throw with a spark plug
attached to the exhaust tip of my TR6. Probably
none with its record of cold
behavior.

Figure 1 A lone Triumph at the 28th annual
Rebel Run car show.
As October comes to us, the high temperatures
fade to cooler work friendly days. Harrah! I will
attack the wretched TR-6 with VOM probes at
the ready! Wish me luck.
The next meeting of the Miami Valley triumphs
is October 3rd. Bring your Summer’s End
triumph stories.

By The Banks Of
The Little Miami – Oct
07
’08 Greene County Farm Tour
Another great Triumph Day. Seven cars, 17
people, and a great tour selection. Different
farms than last year, and no pig farms! We also
took in a covered bridge and country store
before heading into Kettering for some vittles. I
think I’ll let Stan write this one up. Suffice to
say all went well and all had a good time. Here
are some pictures

While Stan and the Rutledges looked
for food their TR3s played Hide & Go
Seek – Not sure who won, but the
Blue TR3 looks to have an edge….
Blue? This is a B&W picture…

Obligatory Fudge From Lorna The
Fudge Pusher Passed Off By The
Fudge Pimp, er, Chairman. Heck,
No wonder we all have bellies! Burp!

Old Tractor Engine On A Farm. Very
At Home…

Tales Of The FrankenStag
Take 1: Evolution, errr, DeEvolution, Of The Cockpit
I was just looking through a few old photos of
the Stag here on this confuser, er computer, and
it dawned on me just how much the dash has
changed. From stock to not in three years. Okay,
normally it takes me less time than that to screw
up a car, but give me a break – I’m getting older.
This is a sad tale of things getting older, things
breaking, and an owner that thinks many of the
controls you have in a car are over-rated.

Phase 0: From Trade For 8 To
Back From Branson
Another Tractor Engine On The
Farm, How Picturesque!

This is a picture of the interior just after I traded
Doug Braden the TR8 for the car. An offspring,
whom shall remain nameless, broke the stalk off
the adjustable driver’s side door mirror, so the

door panel was off as I fixed that (If you ever
need to do this seek me out).

Interior As I Got The Car, Parcel
Shelf Still To Install
The car at that time was not stock, okay, the
center console had been modified so the Stag
shifter would fit a Turbo-350, but besides that it
pretty much was the way it would come from the
factory, except that only about half the stuff
worked…okay, maybe they came from the
factory this way also! The wiring behind the
dash was a mess – an ugly, scary mess. Since I
abhor wiring messes, I tried my best to get rid of
wires that had no purpose (such as the air
conditioning wires since the AC unit was long,
long gone), but I ran into DPO issues (Doug will
insist it wasn’t him ;-) ) since many of the wires
had been reused for other things, but were not
documented. I ran down the circuits, taped and
tied wires, and installed a cassette player for the
ride to Branson.

rear speakers). Since the stock radio locations
was vacant, it got a second voltmeter (monitor
the green circuit voltage) as well as a switch in a
birch plywood panel. Both fresh air vents went
away so they could be used as gauge locations,
driver’s for the temp gauge, passenger’s for a
clock. Vents? My TR3 didn’t need them,
neither does this Stag… The idiot light wheel
moved to a pod on the side of the steering
column so a voltmeter monitoring the battery
could be added.
The glove box was shot, and the shelf below it
stored as much stuff, so I took the glove box out
and used the door to mount the cassette deck.
Since it had an optional stereo line input I
mounted a CD player shock-mount and attached
a small personal CD player (think walkman) to
that.
The rear speakers were somewhat hard to hear
when kids were back there, so I mounted a single
4x6 speaker under the existing front center grille
and used this as a sub-woofer for two satellite
tweeters I attached to the top of the dash. This
actually sounded pretty good!

Phase 1: Back From Branson to
October 05
The infamous ride to and from Branson to attend
TRA’05 has been well documented and still
makes me laugh, so I’m not going to rehash
here. As soon as I cooled down I was back into
the car. I needed a large, accurate, reliable way
to see the temp, which is not a description of the
stock Stag water temp gauge. I decided to go
with a larger Auto meter unit, and since I was
replacing one gauge, I might as well do them all
so they
a) match
b) are all as reliable as the new temp gauge
So…I ended up re-gauging the dash. Trying to
save $$$ I bought a smaller tach which gave me
room to install two switches below it, one for
radiator fan, the other for the stereo system (by
this time I had an amp in the trunk to drive the

Phase 1 Of The Interior – Check Out That
Snazzy CD Shock Mount!

Phase 2: October 05 to February
07
One of the integration unfinished business items
was the shifter. The bubbas that did the engine
swap used the stag stock shifter since it was
“close enough” when it came to working. I
didn’t like it since
a) it wasn’t lighted, so at night who knows
what gear you were getting into
b) the detents were in the wrong place, so
it was difficult to find some gears even
when daylight
c) the gear indicator panel could not attach
since the shifter movement was more
with the turbo 350 than the stock

trannie – it had to float, which means
even if the lights worked and the
detents were in the right place you
would still have to guess the gear.
I put in a B&M Hammer shifter, and that fixed
the shifting problems, but it also meant the home
for the window and interior light switches, as
well as the heater control knobs and fan switch
was removed and they had to be remounted. I
did that using my trusty sheet of birch plywood.

when the family isn’t in the car I can
hear the speakers in the rear, and when
they are in the car, we’re talking and I
can’t hear the music anyway…
f) Replaced the small tach with one the
same size as the speedo – dash
symmetry was restored
This configuration got us to shows this Spring as
well as TRA’07.

Phase 2: Center Console Removed & New
Panel Under Dash For Switches And Heating
Controls
I just moved the switches and control s to a little
panel under the center of the dash. I also got rid
of several air controls since the AC was gone.
This dash configuration got us through 2006 and
all the tours and meets.

Phase 3: FrankenStag Dash In April
07

Phase 3: February 07 to August
07
Although by late in 2006 the CD player on shock
mount had gone the way of Goodwill and had
been replaced by an MP3 player, the dash still
was pretty much in the same configuration as it
was a year earlier. I decided that the dash
switches under the tach were clunky, hard to
operate, and looked bad (wow, took me that
long…). In addition, I needed a CD player with
an MP3 input and I was tired of looking as the
modified glove box door with the cassette player
in it. Sooo, I got out my tools, a VISA card, and
I:
a) Replaced the glove box door with a
panel of trusty birch plywood
b) Mounted a CD player in the new panel
c) Mounted four switches in the new panel
d) Got rid of dash switches on the
instrument cluster and used the switches
on the new panel instead
e) Got rid of the front speakers – turns out

Phase 4: August 07 to Present
It still wasn’t perfect – I wanted the switches to
be closer and wanted to move the idiot light
wheel back into the dash. I also wanted 12V
outlets to charge the cell phone & MP3 player.
Last month’s Tales recounted that ordeal, the
dash upgrade happening at the same time I
rebuild the dash wiring, fuses, relays, and heater
box as well as upgraded the engine and trannie
cooling. The dash now looks like this:

Phase 4: Current FrankenStag Dash
– Cubbyhole Back In Place Of A
Glove-Box.
The dash is covered with green vinyl matching
that exterior, and is much simpler and more
functional. I’ve also eliminated a lot of
functions that some folks might want, but that’s
just because they are girlie-men. Girls, you

don’t count since you’d never head this direction
anyway…
So what’s in the future? Don’t know. I’m pretty
much happy with this, so we’ll see how it goes.

Take 2: Switching To LEDs
Those that have noticed the car lately might note
that I’ve gone all LED lighting except the
headlights (and those I’m looking at HID, but
that’s a story for some other month) . The
reasons are
1. I’m tired of changing light bulbs
2. I want to reduce current drain
LEDs, since they rely on hole-electron
recombination using a biased PN junction to
generate photons (light) rather than a hot
filament, are much, much more efficient, and
have much longer lifetimes. Stuff I built in the
70’s using LEDs is still happily blinking. Also,
they don’t generate heat!
There are a lot of different lights on the car, but
all of them are available on the market in a range
of colors except the very small screw-in lights in
the idiot light cluster. I bought mine from
superbrightLEDs.com, but there are plenty of
other places. You have to replace the flashers for
both the turn and hazard signals with special
units since the LEDs don’t draw any current like
the incandescent bulbs. These are not cheap,
but they seem to work well.
In general, the LEDs are still not quite as bright
as the incandescents they replace unless to go
with 19 LED bulbs, or spring the bucks for the
new super-super bright LEDs – these are as
bright as incandecents. So far I’ve been happy
with them, and nobody’s complained they cannot
see.us.
The idiot light cluster was fixed by my soldering
on some modified small instrument lighting
LEDs. I had to cut off the bulb holders/contacts
and solder these on – before soldering I used
some hot glue to hold them in place. Worked
well, about twice as bright as the old bulbs.

Original Idiot Light Cluster Bulb
Holder On Left, One With LEDs
Installed On Right. Not Shown Is The
Idiot Focusing The Camera & Taking
The Photo…

They Best Of Cars, And The
Worst Of Cars, Mostly Worst.
Just in from Chuck White - Time/CNN strikes
again!
I see that Time has a list of the 50 worst cars of
all time. Alas our Triumphs seem to be well
represented:

The Triumph Stag makes the list
at number 20:
"You could put all the names of all the British
Leyland cars of the late '60s in a hat and you'd be
guaranteed to pull out a despicable, rotten-tothe-core mockery of a car. So consider the
Triumph Stag merely representative. Like its
classmates, it had great style (penned by
Giovanni Michelotti) ruined by some halfhearted, half-witted, utterly temporized
engineering: To give the body structure greater
stiffness, a T-bar connected the roll hoop to the
windscreen, and the windows were framed in
eye-catching chrome. The effect was to put the
driver in a shiny aquarium. The Stag was lively
and fun to drive, as long as it ran. The 3.0-liter
Triumph V8 was a monumental failure, an
engine that utterly refused to confine its
combustion to the internal side. The timing
chains broke, the aluminum heads warped like
mad, the main bearings would seize and the
water pump would poop the bed - ka-POW! Oh,
that piston through the bonnet, that is a spot of
bother."

On The TR7 - Entry 25 it says:

Here are some samples:

"The shape of things to come" quickly became
the shape that came and went, in a great cloud of
"good riddance." The doorstop-shaped TR7, and
its rare V8-powered sibling TR8, were the last
Triumphs sold in America and among the last
the company made before it folded its tents in
1984. The trouble was not necessarily the
engineering, or even the peculiar design, which
looked fit to split firewood. It was that the cars
were so horribly made. The thing had more
short-circuits than a mixing board with a bong
spilled on it. The carburetors had to be
constantly romanced to stay in balance. Timing
chains snapped. Oil and water pumps refused to
pump, only suck. The sunroof leaked and the
concealable headlights refused to open their
peepers. One owner reports that the rear axle fell
out. How does that happen? It was as if British
Leyland's workers were trying to sabotage the
country's balance of trade. Oh yeah.
Oh, the ignominy... Here is the link to the list:
http://www.time.com/time/specials/2007/comple
telist/0,,1658545,00.html Well, at least we have
two cars that made a candid public list!

“Now we know why they call him the Fudge
Chairman!”
“Where’s the handle to flush this thing?”
“Hey, who replaced the blue-goo with beer, oh,
never mind…”
“Damn women, didn’t put the seat down…”
“Okay, who just gave at the office?”
“Man, when he yelled ‘Fire in the Hole’ he
wasn’t kidding!”
…and…
“Someone tell the farmer someone’s been
training his horses….”

Caption Contest
Send me some captions for this photo. I’ll print
any and all I can. Winner receives nothing but
kudo’s for making fun of

Pete in this Farm Tour photo…

Late Summer Trip to New
England – 2007 (Stan Seto)
I had no idea of the full trip agenda, Lime Rock
Race Course for fiftieth anniversary was the key
event, that I knew. In 1957, I was at Troy, NY in
college, and we had gone over to Lime rock for
some fall races, and of course Russ and I and
Rodney (brothers) had been there for memorable
racing in ’58 thru ’61, and not back since. In ’58
and ’59 we took Russ’s Mercury Custom, two
door, and in ‘60/61 his ’59 TR3A. What fun
those days were. One of the best races seen was
Lloyd Ruby in a Quarter Midget (offenhauser)
crushing George Constantine, Aston Martin
DBR2, 4.2 Litre engine in the twin heat Formula
Libre race. The sporty guys had no answer for
the midget even with an hour between heats to
change axial ratios, etc. Only in the early laps
would they lead because Ruby had to be push
started. Once the midget got going, he dirt
tracked the competition into the ground. The
next year, it was the famous dual between the
Tipo 61 Maserati and the Lotus 19’s, well
matched on this course. Peter Ryan, Canada,
drove one of the two Loti entered, and I think it
was Roger Penske in one of the Maserati’s. They
dualed the whole race, nose to tail, smoke
billowing from the disc brakes as they came
down the main straight to the Hairpin curve.
And, how could I ever forget the SCCA Class A,
B and C production race that year. At the start,
fifteen or twenty Corvettes in Class A and B, and
150 feet behind them a lone grey Ferrari
California, long wheel base, with George
Grossman driving, the only Class C car. They

did a standing start, and the wolf was among the
sheep. Fifteen laps, more than enough, as the
Ferrari picked off a couple Corvettes on every
lap. George got in front on the next to last lap
and won by ten car lengths. What a gorgeous,
and voluptuous Blonde road around on the
victory lap. In those days you couldn’t get into
the paddock, so we got no close-ups of her!!!! It
was said Grossman drove the Ferrari off his
dealership lot, got to the track, changed the plugs
from hot to cold and taped the front end for
stone damage, and raced. Back then, I’d believe
that.
Anyhow, the Texas guys arrived in Loveland on
Wednesday night, August 29th, five cars. Russ
Seto, TTR and MVT, TR3A, Vern Burnett, TTR,
an immaculate TR250, Doug Trapp, TTR in a
TR6, and up from Brownsville, TX, (that’s
dedication), Mike Vukelich, TTR in a TR6 and
Steve Kirsis, TTR in a TR6. Thursday morning I
packed the TR3B and drove over to the motel
they were in. Tom Woods, youngest of the three
Woods brothers, showed up to ride with me on
this sojourn. The weather for the next several
days was cool in the morning and hot in the
afternoon, some minor rain showers on the
second day, but then clear for the next nine days.
We left at about 0820, 30 August, after gassing
up, and rolled out onto I-71 north for the easiest
part of the journey, a run up to Pittsburgh to get
the other two Woods brothers. I-71 to Columbus,
east on I-70 to Wheeling, WV, taking the
bypass, because the tunnel was being worked on,
and finally to a gas station near the PA border
for a pit stop. Then back into traffic on I-70 and
up to Washington, PA, where we looped off on
I-77, and a rest stop to permit a driver change in
my car, as Tom knew where his brothers lived
and the rest of us didn’t. We went about two
miles and suddenly the walkie-talkie we carry lit
up, Vern Burnett called me, “Right rear tire
deflating!” I told Tom to pull over. I told him
again!! He pulled over and the tire was now flat.
Out of the car, open the tire boot, pull out the
spare and unload it, as Russ worked at getting
the jack into the frame and the car into the air.
That took a minute. I hammered the Knock-off
loose and Russ finally got the jack seated and
was wrenching the car up. The wind from the
traffic was knocking us around, especially from
the trucks. The flat came off, the spare went on
and we needed air for the spare which I store at
only 15 psi pressure. Russ got his electric air

pump and we soon had 30 psi in the tire.
Meanwhile I had repacked the flat and shoved it
into the boot, and closed that compartment. We
were back on the road in about twenty minutes.
The troupe drove through Pittsburgh on I-279
and out to the north for about six miles, then we
got off the interstate system and onto local roads
for about six miles and into Crenshaw or a near
suburb. We found Ed Woods house and his wife
Teena had lunch for us. It was a nice break from
having to eat at McDonalds. Harv Woods (TR6)
joined us for lunch and he and Ed (oldest
brother) lead us out into the northeast. The
weather was more threatening now, and we all
had our tops up except the Woods brothers, but
ten minutes later we were scrabbling for parking
as the rains came upon us and the Woods elected
to put their top up. It raised some comment on
the radios about planning ahead. That action
done we were our way again, and got over to Rte
28 and up to Kittanning, where we picked up Rte
442 and wended our way down to Indiana, PA,
the stop for the night. We rolled in at about four
in the afternoon, and I let Tom take care of the
hotel room, as I lit out for Brush Valley and the
Cooper Tire place there. It was a trip of about
fifteen minutes and they were still opened. I
popped out the flat, they disassembled it and
removed an inch and a half nail that had torn up
the tube. They had a replacement, and I knew
they would, as the TRF Summer Party had been
a weekend before and I know this particular
garage stocks up on tires and tubes for that
event. Back to the hotel, and the guys were just
leaving to visit a local friend of Ed Woods, who
restores cars. I caught up with them about twenty
minutes later.
Dinner was to be at the Coventry Inn. Russ had
to make reservations for that, on a Thursday
night and college was not in session yet, go
figure….Seems Charles had reopened the Inn
about a month previous, and Russ being a
charter member was hot to try it out. We got
there around 7 or so, and sure enough it was so
empty the place echoed. We drank for a while
and then Bruce Stutzman (TR4, ready to race)
popped in and got the glad hand. Bruce was to
meet us at Lime Rock, later. Also, Mike
Vukelich’s brother and his wife (from Pittsburgh
area, a two hour drive) showed up and as the
brothers do not see each other much, were hot
into conversation for the next several hours.
Dinner was served! It was just like I remember
it. Service was slow, and the food was palatable

but expensive (If Charles keeps this up, he’ll
make a profit before he has to close again.) At
dinner one argument that raged was oil and the
lack of the sulfur based additives in the lessor
grades. More about that in a couple of pages. We
quit the Inn at about ten o’clock and rolled back
to the hotel.
st

Morning, Friday the 31 . The plan was to go to
the Roadster Factory and replace Steve Krisis’s
starter, which was bad acting, with a high torque,
reduction gear model, which Russ had bugged
Charles about last night. We rolled into TRF at
about 0830, and they couldn’t have been nicer (it
helped that almost everyone bought parts).
Steve’s TR6 was taken around to the service area
at the back and jacket up on its side so the starter
was exposed. With some trouble it was changed
in about forty minutes. The removed unit was
left to be re-cored and returned to Steve at a later
date. The weather was still cloudy, so we left the
top on as we got out on the road again for the
Delaware (River) Water Gap. Rte. 22 east to Rte.
522 and up to the northeast toward Lewistown,
PA. Rte 522 turned out to be a fun ride, and at
Northumberland, we picked-up Rte. 11 and
finally got onto the Interstate (I-80) for the short
distance to Bartonsville and a Howard Johnson’s
Motel, one of the last of the original ones. Our
journey was not with out stress, as the
construction genie caused us to go past the exit
we needed and shunted us off two further down
the Interstate, and wouldn’t you know, we got
lost. Eventually our fearless leaders, the Woods
brothers, stopped and got some instructions and
we harried into the next town and got stuck in a
left hand lane that was also straight ahead, and
no one behind the Woods brothers knew if we
had to turn or not, and the weather was now
sunny and hot and we sat through two light
changes, and then Vern and Russ got buck fever
and jumped to the right lane just as our lead car
got the intersection and turned left!! So four cars
followed the left turn and two cars went north,
turned around and came back. Then we stopped
at a gas station because the lead car wanted gas.
It gave us a moment to regroup and garner sage
advice from a local lady, “The HoJo’s is down
less than a mile.” On the road again and a mile
later we came to an interstate, and suddenly Tom
said to me, “It’s right there, pointing left and
sure enough I was just opposite the entry, and no
traffic, so while he called for the rest to turn in, I
rolled us into the parking lot. The two lead cars
had to go on and then turn around to get back,

but the rest of us got in OK. Well it was suppose
to be on the right of the road, and of course it
would have been if we had been coming from
the other direction. The bar was well populated
that night. Dinner there turned out to be pretty
good.
Saturday, September 1st, we had no idea how
much fun today was going to be. We were at the
entrance to the Delaware (River) Water Gap, a
park shared by PA and NJ. In the morning, we
got gas and reorganized (driver’s meeting to
discuss routes) for the trip to Kingston, NY.
Onto I-80 a short distance to Stroudsburg, PA,
and into and out of town on a nice little road that
shouldered the local palisades, but the river was
on our left, and shouldn’t it be on our right??
OK, Lost again, but we were making good time,
and the scenic overlooks were spectacular. Nope,
we turned around finally, and retraced our steps
back to the I-80 intersection and the Welcome
Center for the park. The lady therein gave us a
route map and advice on where not to go due to
a local festival, and we embarked again out onto
Rte. 209 NE, along with some amount of traffic.
Sure enough, all the traffic turned off for the
festival and we were left to our own devices and
the clear road. It was another neat drive for some
25 or 30 miles, to Port Jarvis. We entered town
and were getting to the exit from town, when
suddenly Vern’s TR250 just quit running. As
luck would have it there was a store and parking
lot and Vern just pulled off and Russ was right
behind him. The rest of us, at a traffic light
further on, quickly found a vacant garage
parking lot and pulled off too. Most of us walked
back to Vern’s location, Hey, kibitzing is part of
the fun! Several voltmeter’s worth of
information later it was decided that for
whatever reason Vern’s ignition switch had gone
bad. So, a jumper cable was employed to bypass
the switch. Connected, Vern could start and run
the car. If he wanted to turn it off, the hood had
to come up and the jumper loosed at one end.
Strange, but it worked.
We eased out of town still on Rte 209, went
about a mile and suddenly the lead car pulled
into a restaurant, The Cornucopia. It was near
deserted. Harvey went in and returned
immediately to motion us in, too. One
Hostess/waitress, and one cook. Nine of us. It
was German. It was pleasant. It was a little
spooky! The hostess was very nice, an older
lady, and she aimed to please. The menu was
varied and the lunch prices were affordable (less

than 10 to 15 dollars). Shortly another couple
showed up and wanted a table for seven, then
several single couples came in, and it was
beginning to look less spooky. We lazed away
about two hours there. A little different from the
helter-skelter eat and run mode we are normally
in on these trips. Back on the road (Rte. 209)
again, it was about an hour or a little more to
Kingston, and a bustling multi-lane highway
from which we could not see the hotel, except
that Mike V. had a GPS with him and after the
group stumbled around a little bit, he took over
the lead and went straight to the Marriott
Courtyard, which was on a bluff above the road.
That night we walked down to the restaurant,
TGI Friday’s, for dinner on the road below.
Lime Rock Race Park is built in the town of
Lime Rock, CT. On Sunday’s there is no racing,
staid old New England! So, the local drill is
practice on Saturday, car show on Sunday, race
on Monday, which was also Labor Day. Worked
for us! On Sunday, we drove some 15 minutes
over to Rheinbeck, NY and pulled into Old
Rhinebeck Airfield. This was a repository for
pre-WW I airplanes, WW I airplanes and just
after-WW I airplanes. They do a two hour
airshow in the afternoon on Saturdays and
Sundays in the summer, and there are hangers to
look in, and the planes when not flying are lined
up along the spectator fence so you can get a
really good look at them, and there is a museum
over there on the other side of the parking lot,
which features all sorts of planes, engines
propellers and memorabilia from the 1910’s to
the 1930’s. Cost of admission was low, well
we’re all senior citizens, AARP and all that sort
of stuff, and the people running the place were a
very decent sort, so it was fun. First activity was
to sign-up for an airplane ride, a bi-plane, strong
radial engine, four passengers in front of the
pilot, two by two. Leather helmets and goggles,
strap in and ROAR, you’re off for 15 minutes of
Joy (or not depending on whether you liked the
wind in your hair and pirouetting on a wing tip
and long circles over the towns and highways of
the area. I had to sit up front, not ideal for taking
pictures, as the cockpit combing was right in my
face. But I got some shots during the turns, over
the back of the craft, and the Tri Fokker was up
and I may have gotten a shot of him. It was over
too quickly. I hiked over to the museum, as we’d
gotten there before ten and the airshow was still
some two and a half hours away after the plane
ride. Returning toward the flying field, a big

Chrysler stopped in front of me, and it was
Russell’s older daughter, Lori, and her husband,
Kyle, and their two children, up from New York
City to say hello. I told them where Russ would
be and after they parked, we all trouped over to
catch-up with him at one of the concession
stands, as lunch was the next thing on our
agenda. The airshow was as Campy as they
come. Flying the old airplanes was interwoven
with a fanciful tale of a young British couple
trying to get married, and being stalked by the
evil German Baron and his army retinue, who
eventually kidnap her. There was a play village
set up across the runway, where a lot of the
action took place, with old cars and trucks, and
even an old Renault French Tank (post WW I)
took part in the proceedings. The really old
planes like the Bleriot and Fairman’s were only
flown the length of the runway ( a grass field
about 150 yards wide and easily three quarters of
a mile long) and as each aircraft was started and
flown, the announcer gave a running
commentary as to its features and performance.
On thing of real interest were that the LeRhone
radial engines (prop tied to the cylinders and
revolving around the pistons which are clamped
firmly to the engine mount wall) had only two
throttle positions, off and full bore. So it was
constantly revving up, shut off and revved up
again while on the ground. The planes flew
beautifully, what an education. The Spad 13
never got into the air, as its tail drag was stuck
and they could only turn it left, but the Fokker’s
got up. In addition near the end of the show was
a terrific demonstration of what a Piper Cub,
nearly stock, could do, very entertaining.
Eventually the evil Baron is defeated and the
young lovers get back together again (Sigh!!)
We slow to leave after the show, and were
getting a raft of comments about the cars, clearly
a hit with many of the spectators. For dinner that
night, we took taxi’s down to the water front
(Hudson river) and being the Labor Day
weekend, there was a big crowd down town (no
traffic, walk-in only), not bad, but not to many
restaurants were open, and the one we wanted to
go to was no longer serving for the night. Now
what?? Well, Russ stopped a local police officer
and asked him what we could do. The wife of
the officer was right there with their kids and she
recommended a Mexican restaurant a few blocks
away, at which she normally worked. She even
called them on her cell phone and made
reservations for our group, can’t complain about
that for service. Off we trouped and about fifteen

minutes later got to “The Burrito” (I think),
where they sat us and gave us great service, and
where the hostess (and owner, a very nice lady)
had a new Honda 2000, which she kept dragging
guys outside to see. The food was filling,
although the Texans thought not quite authentic,
but after six days on the road, what did they
know about “real” Mexican food??!! The only
fly in the ointment was taxi service. We had ten
guys and for the trip down the we got two
vehicles, a seven passenger van, which would
only load five of us, and a sedan, the other five,
and it cost, with tip, $30.00. For the trip back,
they sent us a fifteen passenger van, and it cost
us $35.00. Go figure!
Labor Day, 03 September, we went to the races!
It was a great day, cloudy, hot no threat of
showers. The driving trip took about forty-five
minutes. Just like I remember, the main gate was
an opening in the rock wall along the road, and
we parked right away. The grass apron down to
the main straight hardly looked different. They
had concession stands, and a pedestrian bridge
across the track, but the level crossing was still
there. The last of the practice sessions were
finishing up as we wandered down to the bridge
and crossed into the infield. The pits and
paddock were open and you could just walk
down the road and take pictures all you wanted.
The main straight bordered one side, and the
esses and climb up the hill was the other side.
The hill dominates the center of the track. It has
trees, as does the apron across the main straight,
and concession stands, and another pit area
behind its crest toward that part of the track that
enters onto the main straight, down the hill. It
was in this second area where all the vendors
were and the flea market. I wandered the whole
place and took pictures of cars I rarely see on the
roads of Ohio. Early on the road course was
about a mile and a half. It is fractionally longer
currently.
After practice, it was lunch time, first race at
about 1 PM. So, as the sponsor BMW club cars
took to the course under the watchful eye of pace
cars, followed later by a Mini-Minor parade and
later still by a Porsche parade, and then some
Corvettes and other big machinery, we got
lunch. That was well organized, and good
selection and the food was better than expected.
We were to see only about four or five races, as
the Woods Brothers wanted to get up to
Bennington, VT. for the hotel rooms before
dark, and as we were going to see many of these

same cars at Watkins Glenn in a week, no one
protested. As is normally true in racing, there are
normally some very good cars, some good cars
and some guys out just to drive the track. So
they get spread out, but as you watch the races
unfold, you can track the leaders easily even
when slower cars are being lapped. The leaders
are the cars that actually look like they are going
fast. Several of the races were parades, but in the
fifth race, Porsche 356’s, MG’s and a couple of
TR’s, one TR3 was working his way up the
positions steadily, and being ghosted by either an
Alfa or an MGB. Near the end of the race the TR
took the third place car, who then tried to repass
him in big turn at the end of the straight and
overcooked it, scaring off the car ghosting the
TR. I think our boy came home second in this
one. Then there was the Costin-Lister Corvette,
that had a great paint job, made a wonderful
sound (throaty and raw) and was like eighteenth
in a twenty car field. Just very slow.
We packed it in at about 4:30 and left the track
for Vermont, Bruce Stutzman had joined us and
so had Ed Majors (TR3A), so we had nine cars
and eleven guys.
End of Part One……….

The Concurs De ‘Elegance was a
High Brow Hit !
If you read the Dayton Daily, (I might
get past the wheels section now and
then) then you no doubt saw the write up
on the show at the Carillon Park. Now
we all know that the paper reflects the
insight of its authors, in this case our
buddy Skip Peterson. He may be more
correct than it sounded that this event
has taken on a higher quality. The price
of entry certainly did. But this has
nothing to do with cars and passion. The
wealthy will always nest in exclusive
places to shun the common. Violent,
needy and rude behavior will always be
tiresome and a cause for exclusivity.
Enough of the obvious. Consider
the case of our own Don Bigler. Here is
a picture of a man displaying his Airflow
proudly. He enjoys conversation of
deeply technical nature. To engage him

in any conversation at, well, have you
ever drunk from a fire hose? Don was
seen at the latest iteration of the
De’Elegance show and as always
soaking up the local wit. This is how it
should be. There need only be a
gathering of pure hearted car lovers and
a great setting.
Bravo, Don. And as this was
shot, wife Lois is tending their Morgan
just up the green. Add the TR7 to their
stable and you see some of the scope of
the Bigler’s interests. I remember fondly
my memory being Don’s navigator back
in the day when our club did more of the
sporting event. The little TR7 was a
nimble little road warrior.
The Biglers are remarkable
enthusiasts with lots of appetite for fun,
history and technical knowledge. We are
blessed to have them as club mates.
Good show.

Reflection Upon an Aquaintence
By R.Wakefield
at BCD.
I met a man named Phil Reed. Hey that’s the
wrong nose! Boy oh boy I bet he gets tired of
hearing that. In fact, he told me of the impression
a British car aficionado makes when they lead
off with that line of thought. We must be tactful
when our overbearing genius comes into contact
with the humble. Well, would you like to hear
the rest of the story? The one that the pompous
guy did not hear was well worth my time to hear.
The gentleman in question is Phil Reed, from
Hamilton, Ohio. His story is remarkable and
reminds us that every car has a story. It is told
that Phil lived with the thought that he would

enjoy a little British Sports car. And his father
worked in an automotive career where crashed,
stolen and abandoned cars were common in his
travels. In 1971, fresh out of collage, Phil heard
the story of a little Spitfire, resplendent with
desire that was the target of a desperate British
Car burglar! The little car was taken from a new
car delivery date and spent time on the hot sheet
before it even met its new owner. (Remember
how this goes at the dealer? As a lot comes in,
buyers are contacted in some sort of fair order to
pick up a new Triumph). Well, our little car ends
up in this gentleman’s father’s yard and gets
great sympathy from our man who plots out a
way to buy and restore it. During this same
period of time, a GT6 bonnet becomes available
at reasonable cost. Our hero puts out the cash
and proceeds to repair the car over a short time.
He has a brand new car with little mileage and it
has the rare louvered bonnet to set it off. This
gentleman has now owned the car for its entire
street driven life and it continues to serve him
well as it passes from daily driver to the time of
car shows only. That struck a familiar chord with
me. My 1972 Mustang is also a survivor. It
seems that Phil’s car is a double survivor though.
It survived the theft and recovery spell when
many do not. Crass buffoons part most stolen
cars out before anyone can stop them. And then
it survived Phil’s daily requirement for
transportation. That is a remarkable history of
care. Remember that there were several salty
snowy winters in the late 70’s. I last saw Phil in
Germantown. He and the Spitfire were soaking
up the fun. It draws a special interest (as many
LBCs do). More people have history with
Triumph than a person might guess. Or is it that
Car People go to the shows and that a true car
enthusiast would be the kind of person that
would buy a Triumph. Yes, I think so.
I would like to thank Phil for the e-mails and
permission to write his story. RW

No one could see the signs we had out there in
2007.

British Car Days – 2007 Final Report –
September, 2007
Meeting was held at Poelking Lanes Bowling
Alley, 7:00 PM, on 25 September. The MG club
was represented by Skip and Jennifer Peterson,
and Dave Gribler, Treasurer. MVT was
represented by Lois and Don Bigler, Lorna and
Ellis Ball and Stan Seto.
The following subjects were discussed –
“Goodie Bags” from Auto Week, order them
sooner in 2008.
Ask Alice Clough to chair the ballot committee
for 2008, modify winner’s listings by not
including the car type for the awards of
excellence, just car registration number and car
owner. Further, at the Registration, keep a
separate list of car number and owner name to
facilitate this process.
On the ballots, print the “Turn-in time” larger to
prevent late entries.
To improve the loud speaker system in 2008,
cluster the speakers and the amplifier out in the
parking area and place the speakers back to back
to back so the sound emanates from a single
spot. Re-arrange how we park the cars to avoid
parking cars near the loud speaker cluster.
Use local walkie-talkies again in 2008, they
worked well in 2007.
Door prizes, very poor response by the audience.
Let’s try fewer door prizes, but improve their
quality, so people will come and get them. Phil
did a good job. Can we get him again.
Food, order more hamburgers for 2008. In 2007
they were all gone by 1:00 PM.
Signs for the highway. Don Bigler volunteered
to make bigger signs for along Harshman Road.

Finance – Raise the entry fee to $15.00 because
Tee shirts and the printing are now much more
expensive. Further, Lorna and Ellis wondered if
we did the logo and art work on the pale yellow
shirts in flat black, and not traditional blue and
red, if we couldn’t save some money. It was
decided by the committee to increase the slush
fund for this event from $1800.00 to $2200.00 as
we had some early short falls paying bills in
2007.
Establish Land rover as a class in 2008. And, do
we need a feature Marque for 2008. Stags are a
possible nominee.
Next meeting to be on 25 March, 2008, location
TBA, but will probably be Poelking Lanes again.
Ascribed this day, 26 September, by Stan Seto

